
Art and Design Technology Curriculum Map 

YEAR AUTUMN 1 AUTUMN 2 SPRING 1 SPRING 2 SUMMER 1 SUMMER 2 

YEAR 1 Self portraits looking 
in mirrors and with a 
pencil drawing their 
face. 
 Trip to NPG 
Drawing nature 
Model drawing 

1.Changing Landscapes  
2.Book covers 
3.Christmas artwork – 
looking at classical 
paintings. 

Fairy Tale of Colour 
Colour mixing 
Colour creations 
Coffee filter fairies 
Shape castle 
silhouettes with water 
colour back grounds 
Fairy story diorama 

Healthy Eating 
Fruit salad design, create 
and evaluate 
Design healthy eating 
posters 
Fruit slushies 
Drawing or painting bowl of 
fruit-still life 
Visit the Tate 

Seaside Holidays 
William Morris shell 
prints 
Paper weaving shell 
prints 
Drawing shells 
Shell jewellery 
Visit V and A 
museum 

Dragon Eggboxes 
Paper mache dragon 
eggs, 
Creating a dragon 
from boxes 
 

YEAR 2 Self portrait- draw 
your friend 
Archimboldo Fruit 
Portraits 
Sketching fruit, 
shading for tone 
Looking at art about 
fruit 

Printing London cityscapes 
 
Firework art 
Homework: Making a 
Tudor House project. 
 
Visit London Museum 

African sunsets 
(circular swirled paint) 
 
African jewellery 
 
African ceramics 
 
African animals 
(pointillism style) 
 
Visit to British museum 

Peter Breugel the Elder 
and LS Lowry inspired 
paintings 
Visit to the Tate 

Leaf drawings and 
leaf printing 
 
Sketch book 
drawings at hyde 
park 
 

Sewing flower/plant 
cushions 
Clay flower candle 
holders 
Flower jewellery 
Visit VAM  

YEAR 3 SelfPortrait collage 
Egyptian Cartouche 
Hieroglifix names 
Make 3-D Egyptian 
god head-dresses  
Autumn – drawing and 
painting autumn 
leaves 
The use of water 
colours 
 
 

Make 3-D Egyptian 
Sarcophagi 
Visit British museum 
Sketching at  
British Museum 
Christmas decorations and 
cards. 

Henri Rousseau 
inspired collages.  
 
Children studying 
cubism, looking at still 
life. Linking to 
Cezanne. 
 

Portraiture 
Trip to National Portrait 
gallery 
Sketch a portrait at the 
museum 
Easter crosses 
Byzantine religious art 

Sculptures based on 
the Stone Age 
(History topic) 
British Museum visit 
Make  3-D sweets 
based on Charlie and 
the Chocolate 
Factory using salt 
dough, paint 

Illustrations based on 
the work of Quentin 
Blake (linked to Roald 
Dahl project) 
Tate modern 
Landscapes 
National gallery 
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YEAR 4 Quentin Blake style 
drawings of book 
characters 
Roman mosaics 
DT – Making Dream 
Jars 
Designing and making 
a Roman shield 
Trip to British 
Museum 

Arcimboldo fruit faces. 
 
Christmas activities 

Working with chalk, 
pastels and paint to 
recreate Picasso’s 
‘Blue’ paintings and 
‘icy’ scenes from 
Narnia 
Picasso workshop at 
RAA 

Mountain art. 
Look at John Constable 
artist. 
Visit National gallery 

Painting birds using 
pastels – the Quetzal 
bird. 
-peacock drawing at 
Holland park 
Sketching flower- 
Kew gardens 

Pop art 
DT: Designing a Mayan 
worry doll and using 
weaving skills to make 
its clothes. 
 

YEAR 5 Study of Charles 
Rennie Mackintosh 
 
Close observation in 
pastels, pen and 
pencils of still life 

Paper printing 
 
Victorian Christmas 
cards/decorations 
 
 

Plan and create a solar 
system 
Research famous 
artists and their 
movements 
Visit to National 
Gallery 
Pastels of winter 
scenes 
Still life using 
transparent and 
circular objects. 

Painting 
Colour matching exercise: 
completing a miniature 
scene. 
 
3D rainforest animal and 
plant models 

Still life sketching 
Photography 
The use of Manga art 
in society 
Comics 
Visit Tate Modern 

Exploring a modern 
artist and to video an 
interview with such 
artist. 
Tate Modern 
workshop 

YEAR 6 Cross-curricular, 
linking to work in 
English and History. 
Develop sketching 
skills, looking at the 
work of illustrators 
such as Quentin Blake. 
Propaganda posters, 
creating their own 
using different 
techniques.  

Focus on ‘movement’ and 
movement is shown in 
different kinds of art, such 
as photography, 
illustrations, cartoons and 
paintings.  
Experiment with different 
methods and techniques to 
show movement in their 
own work.  
 

Using oils to do a 
portrait of a friend 

Focus on ‘architecture’.  
The children will look at the 
importance of design 
across a range of products.  
Learn about different types 
of bridges and work in 
groups to design and build 
their own bridges. 
Visit to the Design 
Museum. 
 

Still life sketching 
Film making 
Visit a film studio  

The children will study 
Ancient Greek theatre 
and masks and then 
design and make their 
own mask linked to 
Greek myths.  
Visit British Museum 
Designing and making 
costumes, props and 
backdrops for end of 
year production. 
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Visit Imperial War 
Museum 
 
Create pieces linked to 
our geometry work on 
shape. For example 
they will create 
tessellating patterns 
and explore 3D shapes 

Look at the work of the 
French artist Edgar Degas.  
Visit National Gallery 
Develop their knowledge of 
technical skills, which will 
include creating a wire 
sculpture 

 

 

 


